This image/article/quotation/clip is great! Can I Use It?

Is the work covered by copyright?
- yes
  - Is the work eligible for © protection?
    - no
    - yes
  - Is the work in the public domain?
    - yes

Is your intended use already permitted?
- no
  - Is there a © exemption or exception for your use?
    - yes
  - Is there a Library subscription for your use?
    - yes
  - Is the work available under a Creative Commons license or other open license?
    - yes
  - Make Legal Use!

Is your intended use a Fair Use?
- no
  - Have you seriously examined all four factors and other relevant issues, and concluded that your use seems likely to be fair?
    - yes
    - no
      - Seek permission.
        - If permission denied, consider alternatives:
          - Revise planned use or use different work
          - Buy copies needed
          - Seek further legal advice

These questions are often not easy to answer. For more info, visit http://www.lib.umn.edu/copyright